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Abstract 

The experimental charge density study of salicylaldehyde thiosemicarbazone (SalTSC) has 

been performed. The analysis of the crystal packing revealed that the sulfur atom is simultaneously 

engaged in six hydrogen bonding interactions, two of N-H…S, leading to a dimmer, and four of C-

H…S type.  It has been established that the deformation density of the free electron pairs on the sulfur 

atom is inhomogeneously distributed within a torus.  A relationship found between the deformation of 

the torus and the space directionality of the surrounding donor groups suggests that the sulfur atom of 

the thioureide moiety easily adjusts to the environment in order to increase the number of stabilizing 

contacts.  CSD study of the compounds containing thioureido -N-C(=S)-N fragment confirmed the 

experimental results for SalTSC, i.e. about 60% of the analyzed crystal structures form dimer trough N-

H…S interactions while in about 50% of crystal structures the S atom forms four of more D-H…S 

intermolecular interactions (D = C, N and O).  
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Recent investigations in the field of supramolecular chemistry have revealed the complex 

nature of supramolecular organizations and emphasized the role of the weak associative forces in the 

structure stabilization1.  In that context, hydrogen bonding involving sulfur atom, although generally 

ranked as weak, take a significant place among the stabilizing factors2.  It is well known that S atom 

exhibits much weaker acceptor abilities compared to the atoms with more compact negative charge such 

as O and N; however several experimental charge density studies have confirmed that S atom can also 

serve as an acceptor for very weak donors such as C-H groups3.  These conclusions have been made on 

the basis of Bader’s topological analysis of the electron density, which is a trusted and widely used 

indicator of the existence of molecular interactions4.  High-resolution diffraction data combined with 

multipole refinements have proven to be the most precise experimental method for the analysis of 

molecular structures at the electronic level5.  However, in the case of sulfur-containing compounds, 

which are generally less frequent in experimental charge density literature3,6, treatment of the S atom has 

been rather problematic in the majority of cases.  Thus, information about the deformation electron 

density of S atom are less reliable since the residual charge density map in the vicinity of the S atom 

showed significant residuals features.  

In the present work, a very high quality data obtained by high resolution, low temperature 

charge density study of salicylaldehyde thiosemicarbazone (SalTSC)7, 8, allowed us to precisely analyze 

via a multipole refinement9 the electronic features of the S atom and to provide some additional insights 

into the acceptor abilities of this atom and the nature of the corresponding interactions at the electronic 

level.  The multipole refinement9 based on Hansen and Coppens model was performed using two 

different software, Molly10a and XD10b.  

It is important to mention that in thioureido based compounds (-NH-C(=S)-NH2), and SalTSC 

can be considered as one of them, the resonance effect which includes two nitrogen atoms, N2 and N3, 

and the C=S bond (Fig. 1) considerably increases the amount of negative charge on the S atom and, 

hence, its acceptor abilities11.  The analysis of the packing arrangement of SalTSC and topology of the 
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experimental electron density have shown that in this case the S atom is simultaneously engaged in six 

hydrogen bonding interactions, the two of N-H…S type and four of C-H…S type (Supporting 

information, Fig. S1).  Topological analysis confirmed for both multipole refinements, XD and Molly 

(Table 1.), the existence of BCP for all six interactions12,13.  To the best of our knowledge, the 

simultaneous involvement of an acceptor atom in a six different hydrogen interactions, represents a rare 

phenomenon. It also suggests that the entity with such capabilities could play an important role in the 

stabilization of the system of interest. To provide more accurate distinction between these interactions 

we compare their influence on the valence electron density of the S atom. 

The deformation electron density14 of the valence electrons of the S atom which are not 

engaged in covalent bonds is symmetrically distributed around the S atom and has the shape of a torus, 

with torus’s axes placed along the C1-S direction, Fig. 2.  For a more quantitative description of the 

arrangement of the electron density (ED) within the torus, we divided it by three  mutually 

perpendicular  planes  and analyzed the ED in each of them (Fig. 2a).  This approach revealed a quite 

inhomogeneous distribution of ED within the sulfur’s torus, which probably originated from the 

influence of the above mentioned interactions. To explore this possibility we tried to find the 

relationship between the space directionality of the six interactions and the distribution of the 

deformation ED within the torus. 

Analysis of the ED of a torus in the plane δ1 (Fig. 2b) shows that the torus is deformed toward 

the direction of all interactions, thus forming four bulges extending towards the H atoms of the 

surrounding donor’s groups.  Quantitative analysis of the torus’s ED reveals pronounced accumulation 

of the ED toward three of the six interactions: N2-H2n…S1, N3-H3a…S1 and C7-H7…S1 (Fig. 2a and 

Fig. 3).  More careful inspection however indicates that the polarization of the ED is more pronounced 

toward the weak C7-H7 donor.  

Although the N2-H2n group forms the strongest interaction with the S atom, the highest 

concentration of the electron density in the sulfur’s torus is actuality directed toward the H7 atom 
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attached to C7 (Figs. 2b and 4c). Such a distribution of the highest density could be explained by the 

counter effect of the N3-H3a group which forms a hydrogen bond on the opposite side of the torus, 

relative to N2-H2n…S1 interaction, Figs. 2b and 4a. It seems that this diametrally opposite N3-

H3a…S1 interaction reduces the extent of the torus polarization toward the N2-H2n…S1 (Fig. 4a).  

However, since the N2-H2n…S1 hydrogen bond is stronger than the N3-H3a…S1 one (Table 1), partial 

polarization still occurs in the N2-H2n direction (0.80 comparing to 0.70 e.Å-3), Fig. 4a.  Unexpectedly, 

the highest polarization occurs in the direction of the C7-H7 group (Figs. 2c and 4c) which forms, as 

already mentioned, a weak C7-H7…S1 interaction.  Deformation electron density between S1 and H7 is 

more than two times higher than that on the opposite side of the torus (0.85 comparing to 0.35 e.Å-3) 

(Fig. 4c) and is quantitatively very similar to that observed between H2n and S1 (0.80 e.Å-3), even 

though N2-H2n…S1 is a much stronger intermolecular interaction, Table 1.  

The fact that the weak C7-H7 donor induces the highest polarization of the torus is in 

accordance with the other electrostatic properties of the SalTSC molecule. Namely, as obtained by 

integration over the atomic basins4,12 the C7-H7 group is carrying a significant positive charge (+0.41e), 

and it also exhibits the highest positive electrostatic potential (EP) on the molecule surface. On the 

contrary, the S atom is quite negatively charged (-0.38 e from atomic basins4,12) and the most negative 

EP on the molecule surface is in the vicinity of this atom. Since it is well known that the values of the 

electrostatic potential on the molecular surface can be a good criterion for the analysis of the 

intermolecular interactions15, it is interesting to notice that the minimum of this EP is shifted out of the 

torus axes and directed toward the weak C7-H7 donor (Fig. 5). In  that way  the most  negative region of 

the EP on the molecular surface is directed toward the most positive one which exactly corresponds to 

the C7-H7…S1 interaction. In addition, the extent of the positive and negative three-dimensional 

isopotential surfaces (Fig. 6) indicates that above the molecule surface the C7-H7 group again shows the 

highest potential for the formation of the D-H…A interactions.  
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According to all these observations it can be suggested that C7-H7…S1 interaction stands out 

in its strength comparing to the other three C-H…S interactions in this structure and plays, together with 

N2-H2…S1, a crucial role in the polarization of the S torus.  It is also worth to notice that, despite a 

quite long distance of N3-H3a…S1 interaction, the presence of the BCP and the polarization of the S 

torus which this interaction induces, suggest that this interaction and similar to it should not be 

neglected only on the basis of their geometrical parameters.  According to Koch-Popelier (KP) criteria17, 

all other interactions, except the standard N2-H…S1 hydrogen bond, should be classified as van der 

Waals interactions since they do not fulfill the forth criterion concerning the mutual penetration of the 

van der Waals spheres.  However, all interactions observed here, follow very closely the overall 

dependences of the KP criteria vs. bond path lengths (Rij) reported by Munshi and Row18 for the 

interactions of different strength. 

Some theoretical studies have pointed out that the electrostatic potential at nuclear sites (EPN) 

represents a useful tool for the analysis of intermolecular interactions19.  This parameter provides 

relevant information concerning the ability of hydrogen atoms to form hydrogen bonds and can also be 

useful for the clarification of the mechanisms of the aminolisys of some esters19.  Therefore, we have 

determined the EPN values for each atom in the SalTSC molecule on the basis of our experimental 

data20 .  The results are in accordance with the EP on the molecular surface emphasizing the significance 

of the C7-H7 group as a very potential donor since it exhibits the highest values of the EPN relative to 

other donors and their H atoms (Table 2).  This study is the first example of the use of EPN criteria 

derived from an experimental charge density study. 

As the topological analysis of ED has shown, the N2-H2n…S1 is the only interaction among 

the six observed D-H…S which can be classified as classical hydrogen bond.  The formation of the N2-

H2n…S1 dimers (Fig. S8b) through this cyclic hydrogen bond represents the important structural motif 

for thioureido compounds which are entering the supramolecular structures21.  To analyze the properties 

of this hydrogen bond in more details we extracted from CSD22 all structures containing the thioureido 
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fragment (scheme I) and fulfilling the following criteria: crystallographic R-factor less than 0.075, error-

free coordinates (according to CSD checking criteria) and no disorder or polymerisation. All hydrogen-

atom positions determined from X-ray data were normalized to the standard neutron-derived bond 

distance (1.08, 1.02 and 0.95 Å  for C-H, N-H and O-H groups respectively) along the D-H bond vector 

derived from the X-ray results. Structures were retained only if the H…S distance < 3.1 Å. 

It was found that from the 835 structures extracted, 495 contain the N-H…S dimer  (Scheme 

II). The mean H…S distance was 2.46 Å (Fig. S8a), which is similar to the distance found in the 

analysis of SalTSC. It is interesting to point out that all these dimer hydrogen bonds show similar 

geometry considering the position of the H atom which respect to the sulfur’s torus. That can be 

understood by analyzing the C-H…S angle (Fig. 8a) which gives an average value of 108° which is in 

good agreement with the experimental angle C-S-ρmax (where ρmax is the maximum of the electron 

density in the torus) found in SalTSC (104 °). 

The geometry of the dimer N-H…S interaction can be further examined by analysis of the 

angle between the vectors V1 (direction of the C-S bond) and V2 (direction of the N-H bond) (Scheme 

II). The diagram (Fig. 8b) shows that the preferable value is 116°, which is again in good agreeement 

with the experimental data of SalTSC. 

Analysis of the displacement of the H atom (angle ψ) regarding the –N-C(=S)-N mean plane 

(Fig. 8c) suggests that, in a considerable number of structures, the H atoms involved in N-H…S 

interactions deviate significantly from the opposite –N-C(=S)-N plane which correlates with the 

distribution of ED in sulfurs torus. The broad distribution of ψ suggests that the dimer N-H…S 

interactions are not localized only in –N-C(=S)-N planes but are often significantly displaced from it.  

This also suggests that the free electron density of the S atom is not localized in –N-C(=S)-N planes but 

distributed all over the torus as experimentally observed for SalTSC. 

The analysis of the geometry of the 495 crystal structures suggests the existence of a torus 

shaped electron density in thioureide compounds which is the consequence of the increased amount of 
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the electron density caused by the resonance effect spreading over this group.  The high percent of the 

N-H..S dimer interactions in thioureide compounds (495 from 835 crystal structures) is particularly 

interesting considering that the CSD analysis of the equivalent ureide fragment, (-N-C(= O)-N), resulted 

in a significantly lower percent of dimers (793 from 2320 structures). This result suggests that the 

thioureide molecules show higher tendency to form dimer N-H…S hydrogen bonds. 

We also employed the CSD to analyze the ability of S atom from thioureido fragments to form 

multiple intermolecular interactions. We analyzed all interactions where the D-H…S interactions are 

shorter than 3.1 Å. (2077, 1430 and 123 for C-H, N-H and O-H donors). Almost all of the structures 

extracted from CSD form D-H…S interactions (821 from 835). What is particularly interesting is the 

fact that from 835 crystal structures with thioureido fragment 435 simultaneously form four or more D-

H…S interactions (279 form four, 135 form five and 40 form six or more.). Thus we can say that 

regardless of the strong dimer N-H…S hydrogen bonds which significantly influence the mutual 

orientation and crystal packing of thioureido-compound-molecules, the sulfur atoms from these 

molecules are able to simultaneously form several additional D-H…S intermolecular interactions. The 

geometry of these interactions was also examined and the results show that they also follow (although in 

a lesser extent) a spatial distribution which correspond to the torus shaped electron density of S atom. 

(Figs. 7 (a1-c1)) 

According to the results of the CSD analysis and also from the results of the experimental 

charge density of one of the molecule from the class of thioureide compounds it can be concluded that S 

atom from the thioureide moiety has a high capability to form multiple intermolecular interactions.  This 

observations could be useful in the crystal engineering and design of supramolecular structures 

containing the thioureide (NC(S)N) structural fragment.  

Indeed, this S atom property should be taken into account in predictions and interpretations of 

the stabilization factors in the systems containing S atom and especially those including thioureide 

functionality21. This study also emphasize the significance of the C-H…S interactions (particularly those 
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with positively charged C-H donor) which are often overlooked due to lack of directionality. This lack 

of directionality in C-H…S hydrogen bonds is understandable, considering that the torus of the sulfur 

atom could be equally polarized in any direction, which is not the case with the O atom which has a 

geometrically favorable orientation for C-H…O hydrogen bond formation23. The simultaneous 

involvement of the S atom of SalTSC in six hydrogen interactions all over its torus which are also 

topologically confirmed, and the results of CSD analysis support the concept of the voluminous and 

easily polarizable sulfur atom24 as a stabilizing factor in supramolecular arrangements.  
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Figure 1. Crystal structure of SalTSC with atomic labeling scheme; thioureido moiety is indicated by 

the dashed frame. 
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Figure 2. (a) Illustration of the torus shaped ED of the free electron pairs of the S atom divided by three 

orthogonal planes. (b) δ1 plane, deformation ED of the torus viewed down (along) the C1-S bond.  (c) 

δ2 plane, deformation ED of the torus viewed orthogonally to the plane of  SalTSC;  the significant 

polarization observed below the molecular plane coincides with the position of the C7-H7 donor.  
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Figure 3. (a) D-H…S interactions which induce the highest polarization of the ED within the S torus 

(additional projections, Fig. S2) 
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Figure 4. (a) Deformation ED in the H2n-S1-H3a plane showing both N-H…S interactions acting on 

the opposite sides of the sulfur’s torus; polarization of the sulfur’s torus by: (b) N2-H2n and (c) C7-H7 

groups. In the aim of comparison the similar H…S1-C1 orientation plane was used for each interaction. 

(Contour at 0.05 e.Å-3; solid line indicates the accumulation, while the dashed line indicate the depletion 

of the ED in comparison with the isolated S atom).  
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Figure 5. 3D isodensity surface (0.007 e.Å-3) colored in accordance with the electrostatic potential16 

(additional projections, Fig. S7). 
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Figure 6. Isopotential surfaces around SalTSC molecule16. Grey and red correspond to +0.1 and -0.07 e. 

Å-1 respectively. The positive EP at H7 is emphasized toward the S atom while negative EP at S atom 

completely encompasses H7. 
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Figure 7. Distribution of the geometrical parameters (analyzed in CSD) for the N-H…S dimer (a, b and 

c) and D-H…S interactions (a1, b1 and c1). C-S…H is the angle between the approaching H atom and 

the C=S bond; v1/v2 is angle between the vectors directed along the D-H and C=S bonds; ψ is 

displacement of the hydrogen atom from the –N–C(=S)–N plane. 
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Table 1. Geometrical and topologicala proprieties of non-covalent interactions of S atom in Sal-TSc; δ 

angle is formed between the S atom, the maximum of the electron density in its torus directed toward 

the corresponding D-H…S interaction and the H atom. In five of six cases the δ is larger than 

conventional D-H…A angle showing the more favorable directionality of the D-H…S interactions when 

the torus shaped electron density is taken into account.   

Bond 
D-H 

(Å) 

H…A 

(Å) 

D-H…A 

(º) 

δ 

(º) 

d1 

(Å) 

d2 

(Å) 

ρ(r)bcp 

(e Å-3) 

Ñ2ρ(r)bcp 

(e Å-5) 
G(r)bcp V(r)bcp H(r)bcp 

N2-H2n…S1i 

N3-H3a…S1ii 

C2-H2…S1i 

C4-H4…S1iii 

C5-H5…S1iii 

C7-H7…S1iv 

0.99(2) 

1.00(4) 

1.06(4) 

1.08(2) 

1.08(3) 

1.07(3) 

2.438(10) 

2.924(10) 

2.948(9) 

3.102(7) 

3.151(9) 

3.008(8) 

170.04(5) 

122.87(7) 

139.26(6) 

113.39(4) 

113.78(5) 

124.64(7) 

171 

153 

90 

144 

140 

139 

0.852 

1.153 

1.199 

1.192 

1.280 

1.191 

1.586 

1.868 

1.823 

1.832 

1.996 

1.887 

0.09 

0.03 

0.04 

0.04 

0.03 

0.03 

1.25 

0.42 

0.48 

0.44 

0.38 

0.41 

28.30 

852 

10.16 

9.44 

7.79 

8.33 

-22.62 

-5.62 

-7.27 

-6.91 

-5.25 

-5.53 

5.69 

2.90 

2.88 

2.53 

2.54 

2.81 

 

Symmetry codes: (i) 1.5 – x, 0.5 - y, 1- z; (ii) x, 1- y,0.5 + z; (iii) 1.5- x, 0.5 + y, 0.5 - z ;  (iv) x, y, z + 1. 

ad1 and d2 are the distances from the BCP to the H and S atoms respectively; ρ(r)bcp is the electron 

density in BCP; Ñ2ρ(r)bcp is the Laplacian; G(r)bcp, V(r)bcp and H(r)bcp are kinetic, potential and total 

energy density respectively, given in kJ mol-1bohr-3 
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Table 2. Electrostatic potential at the atomic sites of SalTSC molecule (in atomic units) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 EPN 
O1 
N1 
N2 
N3 
C1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 
S1 
H1 
H2 
H2n 
H3a 
H3b 
H4 
H5 
H6 
H7 

-22.403 
-18.500 
-18.433 
-18.456 
-14.752 
-14.857 
-14.934 
-15.018 
-15.184 
-15.006 
-14.677 
-14.856 
-59.617 
 -1.012 
 -1.031 
 -0.989 
 -0.933 
 -1.043 
 -1.197 
 -1.159 
 -1.016 
 -0.842 
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Scheme 1. Fragments used in CSD search 
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Synopsis 

The torus shaped free electron pairs of the S atom from thioureide moiety easily adjust to the 

environment in an order to increase the number of stabilizing contacts. CSD search of the compounds 

which comprise –N-C(=S)-N fragment supports conclusions about the sulfur ability to form multiple D-

H…S interactions.  

 

 

 


